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Curbstone Debut Stu~ded
With Contrasting Opinions
SUB walls echoed sounds of heated, emotional debate Tuesday as students and interested parties exchanged views on de-personalized sex, conscientious objection, human
rights and Curbstone,
Maged Mughrabi, chairman of Curbstone,
the sponsoring committe_e, provoked student
interest with random views on de-personalized
sex.
Discussion was begun by John Brice who
expressed disgust over sex without emotion,
"Sex prompted by self•centered motives
with. just anyone ls bad," Brice stated.
Frank Erickson, a self-confessed consci·
entious objector, countered by saying, "We
are suffering from 200 years of Puritan
restraint,. We should be able to enjoy sex
in a free manner without restraint."
Erickson's. train of thought soon· left sex
and centered on the views of conscientious
objectors.
"War ls just a reflection of a sick, misdirected society, No one · gave us the right
to destroy our fellow man," he said,
1
If called. to fight for his country, Erickson
i stated he would "rather go to prison."
Dick Foote captured the J;iodium and broad·
ened the snowballing discussion _with his
comments on human rights,
"We have succumbed totheestablishment,"

Foote stated, also a conscientious objector,
"We go to war_ because society says it is
correct;- we vote because the "system" en·
dorsesit," Foote added,
·
"We must. rebel against the "system,"
Not with arms, but with thought, Each of
us should ponder his place in life and do
what· we feel is right, ·I am a conscientious
objector because I believe it .is right. Our
country was built on rebellion. Let us con·
tinue," Erickson added.
. Mary Scott reacted to both the conscientious
objectors and the Curbstone committee by
telling them to move out of the SUB.
"If you want to chew the sugar,. do so.
If you warit .to create student discussion,
do so. But don't preach to a captured audi·
ence. We want to have coffee in the SUB,
that's all,'' Miss Scott emphatically .stated.
· Mughrabi, Curbstone committee chairman,
agreed and expressed his willingness to "set
up the mike anywhere and anytime" for those students who_wish to speak,
"We find that there is a definite place for
this forum at Central," Mughrabi said.
Bruce Pittman, co-chairman, said that curb·
stone will be held outside on the SUB mall,
weather . permitting, or inside in the SUB
lair next Tuesday at 11 a.m.

Listeners Brave Barage. ~- .
A lunch-time audience Of both students and faculty listened while. several speakers used
Tuesday's Curbstone· Forum to air ideas. While often unattentive, they were aroused
at several instances. One woman drew applause when she asked that participants get out
or turn down the volume, She wanted to eat her lunch,

Week~y

Basis
Hootenanny
Begins Soon
Once again the SGA of Cen.
tral is. presenting, for the stu.
dents, a weekly Hootenanny.
"This program was begun last
year and was quite a success, so
SGA, decided to start the
program again this year," said
- social chairman:, Steve Mark.
ham.
_
The Hootenanny will be a program opeh to all musical acts
on campus. Students wishing to
participate should contact Chairman Tim Wing in. Monroe Hall
or see Steve Markham in the
SGA office,
.
.
A meeting will be held on
every Tuesday before the Hootenany for all of those who wish
to participate.
-There will be three Hootenanny's this ·Q.uarter •. They will
be held on Thursday, Nov, 17,
•· Thursday, Dec. 1 and Thurs·
day, Dec. 8.
Winter quarter this program
will be extended to every Thurs.
day evening. Hootenannys will
begin at 9 p.m. and last until
10 or 10:30 p.m., in the Cage
of the. SUB.

. . .As:Opinionated Orate
Campus hanger-on Frank Erickson was one of
.Curbstone speakers Tuesday. Erickson began
Pounding his views on free love, later centered
scientious objection and overall dominated the
·
(Photos by Jay

Revisions In General Requirements
Suggested By Faculty Committee
Change the general education·
requirements. Great? Terrible?
Maybe?
, A faculty committee is studying the general requirements at
Central. They have decided that
the requirements do need changing and have proposed what they
think are good general requirements for Central students.
The committee says that the
proposal they have decided on
is by no means the ultimate in
general requirements. It is what
the committee feels is an improvement over the present gen.
eral requirements,
RESTRICTIONS LOOSENED
General requirements now in·
clude. specific .subjects such as
speech and health essentials.
Under· the· proposed requirements students will be able to
choose their classes more
freely, They will have a broader
area in which to pick classes to
fulfill their general require·
ments, They will not have to
take as many specific subjects
as they now do,
The General Education Com--

mittee has seven members· of
the .faculty who are proposing
the change in reqmrements, Dr.
Dan Wilson, associate professor
of biology, is _chairman of the
committee,
FORUMS HELD
Forums were held this week
by the eommittee to determine
what kind of response there
would be by the faculty on the
proposal.
Dr, Wilson said in an interview' that he would like to get
some student reaction on the
proposal, because it will affect
the students as much as anyone,
The General Education Com•
mittee proposes having "basic
requirements'' and ''breadthrequirements" as the title· for re·
quirements rather than "gen°
eral education" as a title.
The "basic requirements" re•
quired of all students would be
English composition and physical education activities,
REQUIREMENT ALTERED '
The English composition requirement would be altered

several by ex.
on con•
forum.
Martin)

lnscape -Asks
For Literary
Manuscripts

Insc:ipe, Central's bi-annual
literary art magazine .ls seek·
ing_ manuscript for. its fall edi·
tion.
Inscape editors accept manu•
script and art from any con·
tributors. The only requirement
is that all contributions exhibit
a degree of quality, This year
Inscape will also accept work
from non-literary fields such as
science or · history re5earch
papers.
All work published· in the fall
CREDITS DISTRIBUTED
and spring editions of Inscape
Under the "breadth require~
ments" students must take 50 · will be judged with a $25 award
credits distributed among the 'going to the top contestant in
three aforementioned areas. Ter each area.
of these credits would have to · Inseape is entering its sixth
be in courses other than the · year. of publication and is spon.
major of the student,
sored by SGA. Its major cir·
Twenty credits must be earned culation is local.
All manuscripts should· be
from each of the two areas that
placed in the Inscape box lothe student's major appears, The
20 credits must be iil at least cated to the right of the SGA
two subjects, ·
office doors in the SUB. Man·
uscripts should have the conStudents will be required to
tributor's name and address at.
choose at least one laboratory
tached.
course in biological or physical
No manuscript will be accepted
science in addition to others
after Wednesday, Nov. 30.
as part of the requirements.
somewhat. Instead of being required to take English 101, 201,
and 301 students would take
English 101 and 301 only,
English composition clinic for
no credit would be required of
students receiving a "D" in Eng·
lish 301, however, Students
could be referred to the clinic
by professors if the students
showed a deficiency in writing
skills,
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''Spotlight o.n Opinion''

EDITORIAL PAGE-

Curbstone Returns
Curbstone is back on campus, We welcome it skeptically,
Curbstone is the place where opinionated people can voice
their views on any subject, Speakers are asked only to keep
their remarks within the realm of good taste, Furthermore,
'i<><>d taste' ts very broadly defined.
·
Curbstone has been developed for a very tiny minority on
campus, It ~s designed for those who have oplnlons, It was
created expressly for those woo care,
Curbstone is for people who have convictions; it is for those
who have the \l;iourage to stand and voice their convictions: It
has been estimated that more than a dozen persons spoke at this
year's first Curbstone, Not bad for a school of 5,000,
Next Tuesday, due partly to demands of convenience and partly to
unpopular demand,. Curbstone will be conducted on the SUB mall.
If the weather is evil, the mike will be set up in the SUB Lair.
Curbstone co-ordinators Maged Mughrabi and Bruce Pittman
think that there are enough people with opinions to keep the forum
going wherever it might be.; -. We guess that as long as they are
both firm in that belief, then they can always give orations to
each other.
· "
But we .doubt that a dozen people will even show up, let alone
·
speak, at the next Curbstone.

Rlquiremenf'Change?
It seems likely that the basic education requirements will be
altered.
Indeed, ·recommendations of a faculty senate committee indicate
that the basic requirements may be changed so as to allow the student a greater degree of personal choice in pursuing his
college education, - We would approve· a requirement concept
allowing rreater freedom.
However, perhaps even more significant than the committee's
proposal is the fact that its members ·are actively seeking
student oplnlon on the matter. This is
instance where students
mar actually' be given some influence in formulation of requirements that they have always had prescribed,
We are interested in knowing what students think of the old
and the prop0sed system of basic education requirements.
We request lettersnn the.subject,

an

Positively Negative

Letters

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Cap And Gown
Omission Irks
'67 Graduates
To the editor:
Four years of college is a
long time. It's long 113.rd work
that deserves recognition. This
year someone has decided
against special senior cap and
gown pictures for the yearbook,
the HYAKEM.
Why wasn't this change dis. '
cussed with the students in.
volved? Why wasn't ·the SGA
or Residence Hau- Senate in.
formed of the reasons concern.
ing this. change; Isn't the
HYAKEM a student.facultyyear.
book? Does a sniall group of
individuals have the right to
make this change without in·
forming the students involved?
The damage is done, How.
ever, with quick action it could
be corrected. It is up to the
student body to act. If the SGA
and the Residence Hall Senate
support this issue, then a quick
reversal of the decision should
take place. New picture appoint.
ments should start immediately.
Two graduating seniors
William J. Miller
Stephens Hall Presid~ .it
Residence Hall Senate Chairman
Austin Cooper
SGA Executive Coordinator

Hofer Would
Ban INSCAPE
To the Editor:
For the past two years it has
been my misfortune to serve
on the editorial board of our
literary magazine, Inscape.Dur•
ing that .time I have become
well acquainted with the work·
ings of .that organization, From
what I have seen and heard,
it is my opinion that Inscape
should be disbanded and all pre •.
caution!:! should be. taken against
another organization of its type
ever being formed and supported
under the auspices of Student
·Government, There are just
reasons for this, and I will state
.them,
·

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
The main fault with Inscape
is economic, EveryyearStudent
. Government throws away over
· $1,200 worth of student money
on an· organization that can't
make a profit, I think that if
an organization is worth suPWhy are you in college? This is a much asked question these
Porting· .with public funds, then
days and one that draws ,diverse answers. However, for many
it should· accrue some profit
red-blooded. American boys (patriotic, ·too) the answer is, to
for the public that takes a riSk
avoid being drafted.
with it; and this, Inscape has
But why shouldn't one want to be drafted, After all, the draft
never done. The purpose of
is a good deal. Almost any financially well-off, IV·F man, over
Student Government should be
35, will tell you this, And guys in boot camp, 1 am sure; will
to make money for the students '
confirm this. They send back such charming descriptions of '
of the school, so it may pur·
their luxurious quarters, fine cuisine, and custom-fit clothes,
chase services tor the students;
Of course, I can .see that some· guys might be afraid of being
business is business.
sent to Viet Nam if they get drafted, but not everyone gets sent
·there. I knew one fellow that got stationed on Kodiak Island
NO REPRESENTATION c·
(it's off the coast of Alaskil., at least that's the rumor). Anyway,
.
The
question of. •student rep.
he really enjoyed himself until he froze to death one night on
re5entation
brings in another
guard duty. (I think, however, that this was a rather rash exp0int I wish to · enlarge upon,
pression of fun,)
·
·
But if one does get· sent to Viet Nam, he should just take it · I do not feel that . Inscape is
of the school. Moreover, it
in stride and accept it for what experience he can gain from
. is run by a group of halr·faced
it. In 'fact, it's highly advisable to get maimed or killed merely
prophets . that think they are
for the experience, It can be of great benefit later on in life.
making a new world order; their
On· a more serious note, however, it would be wise to note
methOds can only be described.
the job p0ssibillties that the draft opens up to an individual,
as despicably radical, Last year
For example,. knowledge· of how to cut some unsuspecting vic·
at symposium time, the maga,..
tim's throat would be invaluable to the prospective businessman,
zine unwisely published an arti·
Or with such abackground as ~s provided with combat experience,
cle by Nelson Algren; an article,
one could become a war consultant for a-toy manufacturer. Cong·
I might add, that was very hear
pajamas for Barbi Dolls, .-98 cent disease packs for the G.I. Joe
treason. ·--1 ..do not feel that the
Doll, or Do-It· Yourself Punji Stick Kits are just--a. few ideas that
magazine had a right to take a
no one but a local draft board could help to formulate,· ·
stand with Mr. Algren on such
Besides: offering security for th0 future, in the way of a job,
controversial _questions such as
the draft offers· security for the present because one knows that
war, foreign p0lfoy, or man's
his girl will be taken care of if he is drafted, There are always
inhumanity to man.
many guys, perhaps .even friends, who will look after her in his
I apologize, Dear. Editor, for
absence. It is always a comfort to know that your girl is in good
perhaps expanding my point be·
hands, Of course, even with all of this protection it is possible
yond reasonable proportions, but
that she might get hustled but it goes w1t110ut saying that she
if I have, it is only because
will remain faithful even though you've been gone for six months
I feel the urgency of immediate
or a year, (Faithful to what is a different !llatter,)
action. Inscape must be stopped.
The draft board can, and probably will, do all of this for you
John R •. Hofer
if you let them. All they ask in return for their efforts, is your
Off.Campus.
life.

·<_-~~·

G-S-S:
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Halloween Trick Not So Funny
To the Editor,
I am writing this letter as a result of an unfortunate incident
which happened Halloween night.
At about 9:30 p.m. two nice looking college boys knocked at
our door. Instead of the usual "trick-or-treat,'' one seemed to
be leading the other by giving detailed instructions as to the
procedure for trick-or_.treating, I did not understand what was
going on until the leader said to me, "Jerry is mentally retarded", It took a):Jout three seconds to· see that neither boy
was anywhere. near retarded. I was so upset and shocked that
I could only say that this was not a funny trick.
I am a teacher of the mentally retarded, and because of a
deep feeling of appreciation for my students and their parents,
I see no humor in this incident.
This letter is not meant as an admonition to the two boys~
They obviously did not consider their plan before starting. I
merely feel a need to speak to others who may, unthinkingly,
hurt some very inriocent people.
·
Let me mention one of the things which might have happened.
Just one block from campus a very "normal" looking twenty.
one year old boy waited for trick-or-treaters. This young man
is not able to find a steady job due to an unfortunate accident
at birth. He is mentally retarded. During the day he donates
his time t<;> helping other retarded children, His understanding
and thoughtful nature are wonderful to behold.
As easily as not these two college boys could have gone to
his door and given 'the same story. I asked this twenty.one year
old about his reactions to the prank and he merely said, "I
wish they could understand". I join in this wish along with mil·
lions of children, parents and concerned individuals.
There is a possibility that many of you here at Central will
someday know the sweet simplicity of a retarded child along
with the tragic urihappiness of thoughtless pranksters. Let's
not let
this happen again..
I
Sue Sheridan,
Teacher at the
Nellie Burke School

Gearload Fans .Note Approval
To the editor:
I ,would just like to drop a
note in regard to your Gear•
load column by Mr. Hathaway.
I sincerely hope that you con·

tinue this from week to week,
because I find its light humor
amusing at the end of the week.
As a - matter of fact, I know
that for some of the ~uys . in
the dorm, Gearload is their
sole reason for reading the
CRIER. ' No comment on the

I

intelligence of its readers, but
a little humor goes a long way.
Doug Nixon
SGA legislator
To the editor:
Thought I'd let you kriow. that
I like the Gearload article in
the CRIER. It is very amusing
and down to earth. It is one of
the best satires of college life
I have read in recent years.
Please continue.
Richard W. Slater
SGA legislator
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'Revolution' Is Theme For. 1967 Syinposium
l

if'

I

will be Saturday nfiht after the
URBAN IMPACT TALK
idad, the West Indies, NeW1York
"Order, Violence, and JusMiss Sontag, who holds a par. speeches.
City, and Washinitton. D.C., tice" is -Connor Cruise O'·
Colloquia sessions will be
Stokely Carmichael will repre. Brien's topic for the Symposium. tially revolutionary. point ·of
"Revolution" is the theme sent the ''activists" at the Sym.
In reply to the co-chairmen view, will deal .in concrete increased allowlni more chanc•
chosen for the 1967 Symposium. posium.
.
of the Symposium, O'Brien said fashion with ·the impact· of the es to talk informally in small
The Symposium .is oriented toCarmichael attended ·Howard he felt his experience has been urban settinit upon the individ· jtroups.
Burt said that there has been
ward political · revolution and University in Washilliton D.C. such that he feels the most ual, especially the social and
social movement,
·
psychol0itical impact as it may a sugitestion to add a sixth
where he was the militant lead· useful contribution he can make
''With the selectiQn of speak· er of Howard's Student'Govern. · is in relation to revolution and relate to mass discontent and speaker. . This would cut some
part of the· Symposium or else
revolution.
ers it is hoped to. reach a bal· ment. He itave direction and counter revolution in the under.
Chanites slated for the '67 Sym· run in over into Saturday.
ance between the academicians leadership to the Student. AC· developed countries.
''It is hoped we ·can include
posium include the increase of
and the men actively enit!iied in tivist Group in WashinittonD.c.,
some ~ of entertainment for
speakers to five which will help
a revolution, It is also hoped called the Nonviolent Action
COMMANDER O'BRIEN
the Symposium,. but this will
broaden the cover!lie of the
Group.
to establish a link between revoO'Brien was commander of the theme "Revolution."
depend upon available funds,"
lutionary ideas and facts and
SPEAKER ARRESTED
Irish forces under the UN in
The only panel to be held Burt added.
social revolution," Davi!1,Burf,
Carmichael has been arrested the Conito, and later was vice
co-chairman of the Sl'.JilPOsium,
.over 12 times while participatinit chancellor at the University of
said.
Ghana. O'Brien is now at New
in movement activities~.
FIVE· SPEAKERS
York University workinit under
He has seen action inJackson,
Mississippi; New Orleans; Ten. .the Schweitzer Program in Hu·
The five featured speakers
manities.
·
will be Sidney Hook, chairman · nessee; Maryland; Viritinia; New
Possible questions that O'·
York;
and
Alabama.
of. the Philosophy Department
Carmichael has ··worked in Brien will raise in his speech
and head of the Graduate School
are: What kinds of conditions
SNCC
since its inception.
of Arts and Sciences at New
are possible in underdeveloped
York University; JohnDyckman,
"I believe that while most countries? How do ideas of
head of the Center of Planninit · other oritanizations are work· order and justice present themResearch at the University of · ing for reform, SNCC is try. selves to· people there? What
California at Berkeley; Connor
illlt to lay foundations for a are the conditions in which revoCruise O'Brien of New York
revolution, I do not feel re· lutionary violence becomes
UnJversity's Schweitzer Pr.oform movements will solve likely? What attitudes on the
itram in. Humanities; Stokely
socio-economic problems facinit . part of 'the advanced countries
Carmichael, chairman of SNCC,
us. The best it can do is brilllt to revolutionary violence in the
and Miss Susan Sontag, author
the problem to the public," Car· underdeveloped ones are pos.
and critic,
michael said when asked why sible, probable, or desirable?
he joined SNCC.
Professor Sidney Hook is one
J~~n's
The arts will be represented
of the leadinit philosophers and
at the Symposium by Miss Susan
One
block
from
campus
educators of his generation. ·His
Sont3", the only woman slated
ideas and writings have won
for the pr0itram.
on North Side of Spokane H_lway
attention not only in academic
circles but also in democratic
social movements throughout the
country. Hook's work is also
known abroad,
HOOK GETS AWARD .
The Ford Foundation Travel·
init Fellowship was awarded to
Two Central students lost their
Hook in 1958 for the study of lives
.
.
separate accidents this
Asian Philosophy and culture. week in
when
the
cars
they
were
Professor Hook will give
either a historical or philosoph- driving overturned.
Greit Rossiter, _20-year old
ical treatment of revolution at
Central sophomore and Beek
the Symposium,
Hall resident from Seattle, was ·
John Dyckman will deal with killed Tuesday, No\r.l, whenhis
Technology, utopia and Revolucar overturned on a curve five
tion at the Symposium. He will miles
northeast of Ellensburg.
present the strenitths and weak. · HospitaliZed
with · shock and
nesses, and possibly, the break· minor injuries was a passenger,
down of meaningful communicaDana Ruse, Mehmer Hall freshtion.
·
man from Tacoma. She was reCHIEF. DYCKMAN
leased from the hospital early
·
Wednesday morning.
Before beitinnini his univerRossiter•s twin·· sister, Anni
sity duties, Dyckman was Chief
H~in
Apply At
of the Regional Development and · is also a Central student. She
BILLING
·
Telehone
Co.
Urban · Economics Section for resides in Anderson Hall.
TELEPHONE
Fatally injure!i last Friday,
Arthur D. Little Incorporated,
· NUM.BER
Business
Office
Oct. 2 8, when the car he was
of San Francisco.
305 N. Ruby St.
Dyckman has been associated driving entered an 'S' curve
with the Illinois Institute of tech· and overturned was Myron Da· _
nology, the South Side Planniili vies, off . campus senior from
YfllJR
NUMBER IS
OFFICE HOURS:
Board in Chicago, and the Chi· Ephrata. The accident occured
east
of
North
Bend.
five
miles
9:30 a.m.-4:30 p•m.
cago Housing Authority.
Dyckman is married. and the Four other Central students
Monday-Friday
were: passengers in the car.
father of three children.
Raised in the slums of Trin. None was seriously injured,
By Sharon Jackson
Staff Reporter

Burger

Big John's

. Fish N'.Chips--Shakes--Soft Drinks
Inside Dining
Big
Drive In

Auto Crashes
Claim lives Of
Two Students

CHARGE YOUR

Centrex Telephone Calls: Use
"'!our Personal Special ''Q''
No Additional Charge For This New
Telephone Service Convenience To Students
to' use

your

Sl'ECl~l

ttQ. ".·

''Q''

Membership Open To Students
Interested In Paleontology Club
Running around the area wear. possibly Oreiton; collection and
ing safari hats and brandishinit preparation of. vertebrate fosrock. hammers, a number of sils from the centrai Washing.
Central's students ·have found ton area; organiZation of Cen.
a real interest in digging up
tral's vertebrate fossil collec.
the past,
·
ti on; sponsorship of· guest lee.
"Membership in the Paleonto- . turers; and investigation of new
logy . Club is open to any
techniques.
·
central student or faculty mem.
''An extensive background in
ber who has an interest in pal· paleontology is not necessary
eontology/' . acting president
for membership anci we· would
Jean Meact, announced,
like to encourage anyone .with
· "The club was organiZed an interest in the field to join
Spring Quarter to give anyone
the club," Miss Mead said.
interested in paleontology or
"Paleontology is a relatively
related fields an opportunity to untouched field here at Central,
meet and discuss current prob. and with the abundance of fos.
lems, trends and new tech.
sil material in the .area, there
niques," Mis~ Mead explained. . is . plenty to do for any and
The club is working in con. all who are interested," she
~
junction with the Biology Dept. added. ·
Officers for this year have
ment to organiZe and establish
a museum of paleontology at
not as yet been elected, Act.
Central. Much of the club's ac.
ing officers are Jean M~d,.
tivities will be directed toward Judy Lynn, secretary·,and Dr. ·
Edward ·Klucking, advisor.
this goaL
Tentative activ!ties for this
Meetings have .been set for
. year include field trips to fos. · 4 p .m. Tuesday in room 103
sil loca.lities in Washington and of Science Hall.

,.Ll£"t''l'I TELL THE WORLD ABD UT.WAS H.1 NGITD N"

1. OUTGOING CALLS ,

STUDENTS:
· Visit The
Telephone Co.
Business Office
305 N. Ruby St.
For Your New·
Personal
Special "Q"
Billing Telephone
Number.
·

. '

, ·

A

Direct Distance Dial Calls ... When the operator
· asks for your number, give your "Q" number.·

B

Operator- Handled Calls ... When the. operator
asks for your,number:_
1. Give your "Q" number

2. INCOMING COLLECT CALLS

When th.e operator asks you to accept the charges
and you agree to do so, say to her, '"I will accept
the charges: Please bill to (City) (State) ("Q"
number).

Ellensburg Telephone Co.

CAMPUS CRH!ll'l, !Friday~ November 4, 1966
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Texas Southern-Central Exchange
Of Students Under Consideration
students and faculty will come
to 'Central in return, Silverman
said.·
SEGMENTS REPRESENTED
Silverman said that bringing
faculty and students from di·
verse
institutions together,
should promote a better understanding of the social, economic,
and Pi>litical problems faced by
various segments of our heterogeneous society.
"TSU is a predominantly Negro state-supported University
in the South while CWSC, · al·
though not segregated in a tech·
nical sense, is essentially. lim·
ited to a Caucasian middle class

A proposal for an exchqe of
students and faculty between
Central and Texas Southern Uni·
versity, Houston, is under re. view by the two institutions.
This announcement came from
Jerry Silverman, director ofthe
program, and instructor of Political Science.
Silverman said that he ~
gested the program during the
Hidden Valley Honors' retreat
last spring.
Under this program, ten sophomore and junior students; and
five faculty members. chosen
from volunteers, will spend a
year of study at .TSU, and TSU
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New Dean Takes Charge
Dr. T. (Jack) Witherspoon, new dean.of students, examines
a volume from his crowded bookcase. Witherspoon supports the right of student protest, so long as infringment
of the rights of others or the destruction of property
does not result. -

Dean Comments About Campus
Policies, Problems, and Future

By MARK McKAY
between the ·two groups but that
Staff Reporter
the communication could be im·
"There is always ·the possibil• proved.. "It seems . as though
ity of illegal. drugs on a college certain segments have a closer
campus," Dr. T. (Jack) Wither- relationship than others. This
'spoon, dean of students, said could be improved by those stu· early this week.
dents wishing a better relation•
"The administration is always ship with the administration."
concerned with this problem and
In the future, Witherspoon
we hope to lessen the possibility hopes to see the residence halls
of illegal drugs on campus by identify themselves more closedeveloping a healthful environ• ly with the academic process.
ment. If the students can per. "Residence halls should also be
ceive reasons for rules and places where students learn. I
. laws then this will help them to would like to diminish the split
understand why they are en. between the classroom and the
forced," he c()ntinued,
residence hall," he said.
Dr. Witherspoon, appointed
"I hope to develop a· system
Dean Of Students in July, came cif direct communication between
to Central from the University the students and the dean of
of utah.
men, 'dean of women, dean of
Witherspoon also. considered students and the director of stu•
other problems.
dent activities. This would be
On July 12, the Dean's Coun·
"Students have a right to pro- a system so that the student
cil met and the deeiSion was test,•• he stated, as long as· the can say anything he wishes with·
made to allow sociology to have rights of others or the destruc· out hesitation, Witherspoon
its own department, according to , tion of property is not involved, added.
Dr. Virgil Olson, newly elected He believes that a well organized
director of the department.
protest is most effective.
"What this means essentially,
campus organizations which
is that we have a separate budget have a divergence of opinions
from the rest of the depart· from other individuals or groups
ments, and .we have control over are good to have, he said. They
· the organization details," Dr.
create an atmosphere which proOlson explained.
.
vides a variety of opinions on
Qualification for a department issues.
Placement procedures will be
explained to seniors graduating
is four members and a willing·
"Students should be provided
in December 1966 or March,
ness of the college to recognize with an environment of free
June, J'uly or August 1967, at
the need for , separate depart- inquiry,'' he continued,
one of six meetings held this
ments. Previously, sociology,
In referring to individuals-month.
political science and anthropol· · ''fringies" or "beatniks" on
The purpose of the meetings
ogy have all been combined into
campus_ which are not students,
will be to explain establishing
one department. ·
he noted that this is a state
a credentials file. Every grad~
"Since anthropology was added institution. As long as persons
two years ago, all three have in· · have positive legitimate inter• · uating senior is required to
have ·on file a set of credencreased in staff," Dr. Olson ests then the campus is open
tials in the Placement Office.
s~~~ new department will direct to them, he said,
Although it does not guarantee
its efforts in three main direcWitherspoon feels that every
effort should be made to estab- job placement, the main func·
tions: making the college recog· lish open commun~cation be· tions of the Placement Office
nize the role of sociology. in a tween students and administra· are to establish, supply and file
. liberal arts education; getting tion.
credentials for all graduates,
"Students and administration serve as a clearing house for
undergraduates interested in
teaching; and interesting them in are partners in a very significant all job opportunities, arrange
.social work.
·
enterprise and there should. be interviews between prospective
Also the possibility of a work· equal respect. and cooperation employers and employees, and
study program is being looked from both," he said,
to assist active placement caninto at this time. ·
Sociology will have its own ' He feels that there is a good didates in any way possible to
department.
basis for harmony on campus secure positions.
Schedules of the meeting are
posted.
Education degree meetings:
9s
Nov, 7, 4.5 p.m., Hertz Recital
from
·Hall
Nov. 14, 7.9 p.m., Black Hall
e TAPE RECORDERS e AMPLIFIERS
Room 103
Nov. 15, 3-4 p.m., Hebeler Audi·
• HIFI AND STEREOS e PIANOS AND ORGANS
torium
Art·s and Sciences degree
LARGE SELECTION OF SHEET MUSIC
meetings:
Nov.· s, 3-4 p,m., Hertz Recital
Hall
Nov, 14, 3-4 p.m., Hebeler Audi·
torium
·
THIRD AND PINE-CALL 92S-2671
Nov. 15, 7.9 p.m., Black Hall
Room1oa

Council Me,ets
Soc. Demands

Complete Westerp Outfitters
"' J ' • -~~

view of the contemporary social,
economic and political situation
within the United States," Sil·
verman said •
Silverman said that this is due
in part to the nature of our in·
stitution-i.e., a state supported
institution attempting to transform itself from a teachers'
college to a middle-size univer· ·
sity.
APPROVAL NEEDED
"The program has been 3P"
proved by CWSC Dean's Coun·
cil ·but we still .must write up
a proposal for the Department
of , Health, Education, and Wel·
fare in conjunction with TSU
because the whole program de·
pends on being funded by HEW,"·
Silverman said, ..
Under the program, it is hoped
that the HEWwillfinance moving
expenses for students and fac·
ulty, and give stipends to stu.
dents for board, room, and tu·
ition, said Silverman.
Silverman said that in addi·
tion to the Colleges of Education, and Arts and. Sciences,
TSU has a College of Law and
a program in Pharmacy.
LASH WILLING
Jerry Silverman is the direc•
tor of the proposed program for
Central while Dr. .John Lash,
Dean of Students at TSU, is the
director for TSU.
"I have corresponded withDr.
Lash and he has affirmed TSU's
willingness to participate in such
a program, and indicated a Will•
ingness to travel to Ellensburg
to confer with the Dean's Coun•
cil, Faculty Senate, Administra•
tion, and Board of Trustees if
we so desire," said Silverman.
Silverman said that if approv·
ed, the program will be maintained as long as it remains mutually beneficial beginning in the
fall of .1967. -.

.

FOURTH AND MAIN-962-2312.

Job Placement
Meetings Due

lgnm·ance is Only a ]Jiatter of Degree
... and is relative to time. So is affluence. For
instance, it may be time for a ring, buttoo soon
for cash. This is an anachronistic dilemma
Weisfield;s can do something about. We have
credit plans for students of promise.
S<'t' Oil r big SP[Prtion of bridal S<'tS

~

weisfields
JEWELERS
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Subcommittee:Seeks Art Cover·
'For Naked Wall of Structure . .
are

A 40 by 14 foot bare wall . who
interested, and indlvldin the. proposed science 'build· ual students and student organi·
ing has led to the creation of zations for help, ·
a subcommittee staffed by three
"We have considered placilli.
artistically.inclinedsciencepro- the ~names on a plaque· of: any
fessors,
person or il'Oup who contributes.'
The. trio must decide how $25 or more,'' Dr. Duncan said,
to best decorate the wall. The
Several Norlhwestartistshave
three are Leonard Duncan, as. been asked to submit ideas to
sistant. professor of chemistry;
the committee~ Mr.ErnestNor•
Edward Klucking1 Associate pro•.. li!li, known for his mufal now
fessor . of geology; and_ Janet displayed at the U, .of W,'s·SUB,
· · Lowe, associate professor of · has submitted several ideas, one
1• · •
·zoology...
in wood, the other in oil•.
·
The wall in question is in the . These are on display in the
entrance hall of the new science
display. cases on the first floor
"- buildl!li, scheduled to be com· of the science Buildiilg. As
more concepts are sent to the
. pleted by Christmas of '67 • ·
· . Art work of all forms is under ·· committee, they· will also .be
M'
consideration by the trio
put up for inspection.
. All finances for the work, .
which could ·be woO<i, oils or
Plann~
Coed Sandy Kern lles haioed by th:i;-ee grotesque Mexican'
any number of different forms,
ornamental masks; The masks are momentos of Ml,ss
dependi!li up0n the artist, have · ·,The French Club,· Le Circle
Kern's six months at Meiico's University of the Americas',
to be raised by donations alone.
Parisian, is schedulllli a cookie
A program is being offered· whereby Central .students
The approximate maximum · sale .for Monday and Tuesday, ·
will be able. to attend· the sch.ool this winter quarter. ·
figure mentioned so far. has Nov. 7 and 8, in the SUB Maze.
•
·.
"
been $10;000.
During both days cookies will
"However, we set it as a very
be· on sale from 8 a.m. until
5 p.m_,
.
:.far si(l;hted goal. The price ,l~
still up to the artist, ·and we
Proceeds from. the sale will
A.
y ·.
r_.,·.
don't know if we can raise it,"
towards t.he cost of .produc-·
Dr. Duncan said.
·
ing this year's French Club
The sub committee is lookilli play, "No Exit," by Jean-Paul
"Students are still eligible to
home that consisted of eight to· alumni, people of Ellensburg Sartre.
sign up for the Winter Quarter Gringas (the feminine name for .
in · Mexico trip to the Univer. · Gringo), eight members of the
' sity of the Americas," Reiiio
original family, five maids and
a cook with two children," she
Randall, associate· professor of
art, said.
said, •
· .
"
A,ny eligible student enrolled
"We had a visit from Barry .
at Central is .welcome, accord. . Goldwater. Also; a:r;t s~owf{, art
ing to Randall.
r festivals, andspeakers,whowere
:-"It's like a displaced Ameri· .· · visiting in Mexico Cicy. Every.
thing is offered, just likehere,"
can University,'' Miss Sandy
Kern, who ·recently. spent six
Miss Kern continued.
Students interested· in taking
months in )'lexico attending the .
Uniyersity, said, ,
·
the trip should see Randall as
The u. of A, is accredited, soon as possible. The group
by the southern conference, and
will leave the Seattle-Tacoma
.all of Miss Kern's credits were · ·airport on December. 31 and will
tranSferable.
reach Mexico Cify that evening.
· "All the classesareinEnglish ·
. except the Spanish and some UP•
per ·division courses, All the
Spanish .is taught by -people who
The English Competency Exam
are Spanish or Mexican and wm be given in Black ·Hall,
there are a lot of Mexican pr~
Room 107, on ·Tuesday, Nov. 8
fessors," Miss Kern explain~ from 7 to 9 p .m. All English
ed;
· majors, minors, and broad area
"We lived 12 miles from the. majors including English must
school and lived in a .Mexiean . meet this requirement.

. When You Must Keep· Alert·

.·M·e·x1·can 'ask·.·.M. ome',.-nto··s: .

Cookie Sale

A'ccre·d·,·,e·d' Stu'· d1·•e. s Av·a1·1a·.·b' le .
··
·h · · ·
t._ Univ.ersit"_ ·•.of_. T
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When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or ar.iything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver.the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, str.etched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-for.ming.

VtRTi
Continuous· Action
· Alertness Capsull?s

r.

:----------------~~-------------.

Your College

BookstOre,

English Exams Set

. Independent Auto·
Repair.
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
..

.

.,

TEXACO SERVICE
.

.

\

•.

$PECIAL! .. · .
$PECIAL!
$PECIAL!

·.FILLER PAPER:··
Sx·11 ( 800 Sheet Count) Pks.
Plain & ·Ruled .. •• ......... •.· .•

.. .

.44•

.

Kawasaki.·Motor~yc~es
.·. 603 N. MAIN;....295.5539

SHOP OUR LOTAND SAVE
66 Ka·i~er' Wagon, 4 whl/ 66 Cadillac C~upe DeVille,
drive, executive car. Special· Fully equipped ·including a_ir
price.
conditioning, low mileage.
See this car and. •save.
65 Forel-4 dr:, ·V-8, auto., 6 5 Ford Galaxie . ·500, 4
p/sti'g~ '. • ' ... · · · · · · .$2095 . dr., PS, Auto, l_ow mileage
65_'MercurYMonterey,.4dr.,
2 1 95. 00
... "..........
p/strg.;
p/brakes, au:to. ·62
h
d
·R · 1 h
·
$
. C ev, 4. r.~ v~8, p/
.. .ea
S arpl · .......
.
. .2495
. , st.rg;, au toma t'1c ... , $1195
.
64 Ford Galaxie 500, 4.dr.,
61 Chev Impala, 2. dr., H/T
p/strg., auto. ··'. '. .$1599 'p/~strg., auto. •· .... $1045
62 Ford station wagon, p/
60 .Ford Starline~, 2 dr.,
strg., automatic ·... $1095
H/T, p/strg., auto ... . $595
63 Plymo!Jtti Fur}'; 4 dr.,
51 Wil.lys station wagon, 4
H/T, p/strg., auto. One. wheel drive ........ $895
Owner. Sharp in appearance
62 Ford Galaxie 500, p/
and condition ...... $1395
strg., Air cond. : :< .$1195
63 .fairlane 500, 2 dr., H/T. 43 CJS, runs good ... $645
auto; real sharp " .. $1545
62 Falcon, 4 dr., auto~ One
62 Fairlane 500, 4 dr., V-8, Owner. Showroom condition·.
auto ....... < ... . : :$1195 Low mileage, . , . ~ ,$1095
After hours C.011 Gene · Secondi 962-9207-Dutcli
Giersch 962~2168:-.Les Storie 962-2976.
'

.KELLEHER MOTQR CO.:
· 6th and .Pearl

_,

ALSO SMALL SIZES
(400 Sheet Count) Pks.
Plain & Ruled

.......... 10•

SEE.OUR .LARGE.,··

SELEOION·oF ''HALLMARK"
CONTEMPORARY . . CARDS
'.

8 TO 8 WEEKDAYS
11 TO 4 SATURDAY:S
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buckle down!
in the
squarey fastfront
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Advertised In
MADEMOISELLE,
SEVENTEEN,
GLAMOUR

~e~~On"-\'-t~

~

Colonial-tongued, ~road-strapped, the

blunt little shoe with the. no~heel heel.
Camp ••• if you're· campus-bound. Winner
in

a walk for all busy-go-round fall days.
$8.95

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE
321 N. Pearl-925-9725

Grand Opening Specials
_NOV. 4 & 5th OPE~ING

. ed Earr1ngs
•
P.••ere_

.s1s 9

$2-$10 Value

Weekend
Result of
Planning
More participation was the key
·to homecomilli last weekend, according to Gary Guinn, homecoming chairman•
.Approximately 1,000 couples
attended the dance Saturday
night, the alumni dance was a
new event that was well attended,
all of the dorms built signs
for the first time.
Praise from Guinn went to
the sub-committee chairmen who··
worked on the various committees that led to the success of
homecoming.
The alumni dance was so well
attended that Guinn said it would'
probably become an annual
affair.
"Homecoming Queen · Pam
Palmer and her court did. an
outstanding job ofpublicizingthe
events of the weekend. They
were a good group of girls to
work with," Guinn said. .
Competition for the ·best sign
built by a· dorm. came out with
Elwood Manor winning the men's
division for the sixth year in
a row. Sue Lombard won the
women's division for the second
year in a row.
- Other dorms winning prizes
were Munro (men) and· Munson
(women), second place; Barto
(men) and Glyndauer Manor
(women), third place. Stephens
(men) and Davies (women) were
awarded honorable mention in
their respective divisions.
•"The si!ln competition was
much improved over last year,"
Guinn concluded.

Men 's ·Trophy Victors
For the sixth straight year Elwood Manor's Homecoming
display won the men's competition. With Mick Moses at
t11e ~iano and Jeff Mitchell beltine- out ballads, the display
burlesqued Central's beginnilli.

Rainbow Girfs Pledge

2 pair for s3oo

Sigma Tau. Alpha, the campus organization for Rainbow
Girls, will conduct pledging· and
initiation ceremonies Nov. 7 in
the Hertz soc~al room.

Party Special-Relish · dish with stainless
steel spoon $1_99 • Limited q~antities.

THE
. FABRIC SHOP
Everything
needs.

for

your sewing

412 N. Pine
Ellensburg

962-2204

A: Hard to Beat Treat
Weekly Special

Bar B-Q Pork

Sandwich
With_ 1 o• Dri.nk

65
Snac'k .ar
4

Sue.'s

Sign Winners

Sharon Sands, left, in charge of design and art work,
teamed with Vicki Lindaas, animator, as co-chairmen
of Sue Lombard Hall's winning Homecomin~ display.
Sue's sign brought the trophy home, as did last year's.
· (Photos by Jay Martin)

Saturday Nile
NelNman·Club Presents

The Fathoms
9to 12 ·

In The SUB

SUB'BALLROOM

75 4 STAG
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S,we ec y Sport Parachuter,s: the Fun Is in the Fall

A quick look from a· rapidly climbing jump plane shows
the fading country.side 500 .feet below. ''When a jumper
sees the ground like this, it's too late to pull his rip·
cord,'' chutist Holmes comments wryly.

Conducting a last-minute equipment. check are Sweecy sport parachutists· Bob Lane (left)
and Robert Holmes. The check was made prior to a recent jump north of Ellensburg. Cenlral's parachutists are· all experienced jumpers. They agree . that care is essential for
safety.

Thousands of feet above the Kittitas Valley sport para.
chutist Bob Lane clings to a Wing.strut of a Cessna
180 jump plane. This is the last instant before a step
into nothingness:
· '

.Students ·Parachute
An afternoon of fun for at
dozens of jumps. "It's some.
least one quartet of Centralites thini: you can practice only when
is stepping out of a small plane. you are jumplni:," TedGumeson
at 5,700 feet. The fun ls. in observes,
the fall,
Each of the four mainstays of
The sport· is skydiving, or the Ellensburg Sport Parachute
sport parachuting. The '1'0UP Club has had considerable jump.
is the Ellensburg Sport Para- ing experience, Vlahovich has
chute Club. The ·quartet con· made 260 jumps and is Expert
sists of Cary Vlahovich, Ted Qualified. by the Parachute Club
Gumeson, Robert Holmes and of America. Holmes has 156,
Bob Lane,
.
and Gumeson over 100 jumps;
Parachutini: becomes skydiv· both are classified as Jump.
ing .when the jumper decides masters. Lane isaParachutist;
that there is more to fallini: having made more than45 jumps.
than to hitting the dirt, Par·
ticipants of the sport employ·
How safe is sport.parachutini:?
"_It_'s as safe as you make it,''
various techniques of free.
falling, refusmi: .to pull the rip. · Holmes contends, People who
cord to their chutes until the get hurt parachuting almost in·
last instant safety permits, · variably do so out of carelessParachutini: is a · newcomer ness, he says.
amoni: sports, it has become . · "I'm more worried driving to
popular only in the last several ·the airport thanjumping,"Gum•
years.
eson adds in agreement,
"It's a science.· It's an ex.
The club is looking for mem•
pression of your personality," bers. "We want jumpers but
chutist Robert Holmes says. we're not going to go out and
"It's sometMni:. very personai. take thembythehand,"Gumeson
You have your own style and
said. Vlahovich, Gumeson, and
you develop it yourself."
. Holmes are all qualified and
Free.fallini: parachutists may
sanctioned instructors.
perform · a number Of intricate
The primary ingredients for
maneuvers - from flips and success as a jumper are stick- ,
rolls to soarlni: and battonpass• to-itiveness and desire accord·
ini: to Holmes. "Talk's cheap.
mi:. Sport chutists jump from
thousands of feet up to an X on We get real tired of talkers."
the ground that is 30 feet in
Why jump? Gumeson says
radius. All four of Central's that, "You can't tell someone
skydivers -land consistently with· . what it is to free.fall thousands
in 20 feet of the tari:et,
of feet at 100 and 120 miles
However, aerial acrobatics . per. hour-and then, to open
and precision .jumping are the
the chute and float down in
result of ''~--'
constanUraining
and. f /'/'silence."
.......... , . , . . .·i-t.
. __,, .
f_•-f'
/'·''./ti/-•'
f p.,, i: / / ; . ~ ~ f Ji-~ l f l t • •
f

!· __

.t j

'ft i

Exiting aircraft at 5,700 feet jumper .Robert Holmes falls away at 120 m.p.h,. assuming
a 'frog', a French competition ·diving posture. A 5,000 foot fall gives a. jumper about 25
seconds to execute his aerial maneuvers.
(Photos by Pete Edlund)

Hear Paul. Harvey
Tonight Cit 8 p.m.

Nicholson Pavilion
·Topic

''The latest News''
Tickets available at the door
·$2.00 adults

$1 .50 students
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Department Of Education Sponsors
Freedom Conference On Saturday
Dr. Woodring, a distinguished
service professor at Western
Washington State College and
contributing editor of "Saturday
Review,'' will explore the theme,
"Freedom of Responsibility in
,
Teaching and Learning."
The meeting will purposely
bring together divergent viewpoints in order to show the
value of face to face conversation as a contributor to Un•
derstanding.
·Other subjects plannedfordiscussion at the conference in·
elude: 1. What are the rights
and responsibility of students?
2. What is the place of indoc·
trination in education? 3, What
are the obstacles that prevent
an atmoSPhere of freedom in
the classroom? 4, Censorship?
Books, topics, courses. 5, How
can the school and the com·
munity best share the problems
of education? 6. Civil disobedi·
ence and the law-education's
role?
Describing the format of the

Talk • listen • talk is a con·
cept whlch is hoped to be evolv·
ed· from Saturday'.s conference
entitled, "Freedom and Responsibility in Teaching and Learn· .
ing,'' according to Dr. Alan
Bergstrom, assistant professor
of education and conference
chairman.
The conference tomorrow. on
campus at 9 a.m. is sponsored
by the CWSC Department of
Education and the Ass()ciation
for Higher Education.
The conference will be an
attempf to revive the town forum•
type of exchange over such issues as "What is the role. of
the schools in dealing with con·
troversial issues?" and "What
degree of freedom for students
is ·appropriate?", Dr. Berg1
strom explained.
Dr •. Paul Woodring, one of the
nation's leading authorities on
education, will be the keynote
. speaker at the conference with
an address at 10 a.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall,

HOME DELIVERY

VITAMILK
DAIRY
BE INDEPENDENT
.BUY INDEPENDENT

FRESH BREAD
&EGGS.
CALL

962-2700
OR968-3853
24 HOUR
PHONE SERVICE

R.F.D. 3 ELLENSBURG
"LOCALLY OWNED
AND OPERATED" .
CHUCK OGDON-OWNER

conference, Bergstrom said that
its purpose is to revitalize the
habit of "verbal exchange on a
face to face, person to pl:lrson,
group to group basis."
Panel discussions will be ~in·
eluded in the conference with
more than 40 civic leadersfrom
the Central Washington area par.
ticipating as discussion leaders.
These include clergymen, farmers, lawyers, housewives, teachers, students and newsmen.
Agencies cooperating with the
development of the conference
are American Civil Liberties
Union, Washington Congress of
Parents and Teachers, Yakima
County Librarians Association,
Farm Bureau Kittitas, Yakima
Education Association, Tri·
County School Administrators
Association, Yakima PTA, El·
lensburg Chamber of Com·
merce, and the Washington Edu·
cation Association.
Central studentS and faculty
who .are interested in attending
the conference can register .at
the door.

Mature Women
Get Organized
"Our club on campus is ded·
icated to providing the mature
woman with something she feels
she. belongs to," Dorothy Se·
condi, Alpha Omega president,
said.
The club, Alpha Omega, is a
social organization that has eve·
ning meetings and afternoon cof·
fee hours. There is no age
limit specified for the women
members of the group,
''We feel, however, that it.
is primarily for the older woman
who finds that other campus acti vities are a little young for
her," the president said.
With this in mind, Alpha Omega
coffee hours are designed as
social get-togethers and meetings featuring slides, speakers,
and
similar entertainment,
· Coffee hours take plac·• in the
afternoon because many Alpha
Omegans are commuters and
thus unable to attend the evening meetings.
"Don't make· us out as a bunch
of old foggies, because we def·
initely are not," Mrs. Secondi
said.
. The next Alpha Omega meet.
ing will be 8 p,m., Tuesday,

FREE

16 x 20 a.erial· photograph ·taken
two weeks ago of Centrcil's complete campus.
Just come on in during our Grand Opening
Nov. 4 & 5th and pick up one.
A souvenir that will be kept for years to remind you of your Colleg~
years at Central.
Limit one to customer

Modern -Photo
Plaza Branch

.. .And Secondly
With veteran debater Joel Miller presenting the affirmative
viewpoint, Ken Shoemaker, left, and Andrew Olsen await
their time for rebuttal. Miller's partner, Larry Reid,
stands by. This classroom· session was a practice for
competition on the season's schedule, (Photo by Jay Martin),

Wildcat Mouth Yells
For .Tourney '(ictory
,rerry McKee, Yakima senior;
While the Wildcat's paws were
Craig Anderson, Bellevue sopho·
tearing, up the gridiron home.
more; Andrew Olsen, Seattle
coming .weekend, its mouth was
yelling for victory. in a . debate sophomore; . Ken . Shoemaker,
tourney at Lewis and Clark Col- Ridgefield sophomore; Joyce
Notton, Tacoma· senior; Kath.
lege, Portland, Oregon. · .
leen Qray,, Portland sophomore
The mouth of the Wildcats,
and. Kathleen Paulson, Thorp
the debate team, requires three
things of its .members: respon-. freshman.
sibility, desire to learn, and
According to Don Boileau, dir.
intelligence, in that; order.
ector of forensics~ the CWSC
CWSC debate team members debate team, in its third year
are Larry Reid, Seattle senior;
of operation, provides a two.
Joel Miller, Bremerton junior; fold opportunity for those who
Penny Perry, Seattle freshman; have a hankering for debate,
Steve Leigh, Bellevuefreshman;
The first, a quantity oppor.
Jack Miller, Edm<;mds junior;
William Lieb, Moses Lake jun. tunity, debate gives as many
ior; Joy Davis,· Seattle fresh· as desire it, an opportunity to
man and Carla West, Wenat- participate .iru Pacifice North.
west competition. The second,
chee senior.
a quality opportunity, gives top
debaters a chance to compete
on a national level.
Two Central debaters, Reid
and Miller, have already oo.t.
tled with the big boys this year
when they won two rounds of
debate from Fresno State and
Francisco andState Univer.
Tonight's the night that gals San
Palo Alto, California. The
grab their guys and drag them sity,
two victories placed CWSC in
to the SUB Ballroom for the elimination
rounds where it was
annual Sadie Hawkins dance.
beaten by the University of NeAs always, the Sadie Hawkins vada and the University of Caldance is sponsored by the gals
at Berkeley.
of Munson Hall. Festivities will ' ifornia
"I am pleased with our
begin at nine and last until mid· progress. With a little more
night. Dress, ·of course, will work we. should be able to. not
be grubs.
only challenge, but to win agailist
The Dimensions, a Seattle such teams as Berkeley and
band, will play for the get-to- Stanford," Forensics Director
gether, according to Linda Geier Donald Boileau said afterward.
and Linda De Filice, dance co.
Debates are conducted in the
chairwomen,
Oxford style, each debate taking
.. Doings will include a number an hour. The tournament runs
of races and games. Then, selec. a day and a half, the champion
tion of Daisy Mae and Lil' Abner being picked by elimination.
will highllglit th~ evening.
A good ·debater claiming the
Tickets may be purchased at library as his residence, spends
the SUB booth or at the dance. 15 to 20 hours .a week in re.
search.
The · debate topic this year
TYPEWRITERS
is "Resolved: ·that the United
.SALES-SERVICE
State should substantially reduce its· foreign policy com·
mittments."
Central deOO.ters will appear
SMITH,-CORONA
this fall in tournaments at the
ELECTRIC'S
University of '\\o.:shington and
the University of Oregon.
The debate team is co-educa.
tional, drawingdeOO.tersfrom all
academic majors.
Debate students also compete
in
oratory, both extemporaneous
1 l 5 W. 3RD-925-5400
and impromptu SPeaking.

Sadie Hawkins
Dance Tonight

Tom's Office
Equipment
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Wildcats Battle Loggers In Grid ·Rematch
tern Washington, ·While,. losing
By GREG BOL VI
· Sports Editor.
to Central 19-10, Whitworth 21.
17, and Lewis and Clark 19·
The Central Washington Wild·
cats face a "must win" situa- 17. In all three instances, Log.
tion tomorrow when they take ger foes have come from be.
on the University of PugetSound hind to win.
COACH RYAN~ COMMENTS
Loggers at Tomlinson Field·· in
When asked. about Saturday's
the 'Cats' home finale of the sea.
game with Central, Ryan, in his
son.
Central, despite its 1.4.2 sea. second season at Loggerville,
son record, mathematically still had this to say: "Central Washhas a chance to ·Win· the Ever. ington is the toughest team we
green Conference crown. Tom have faced this year. They've
Parry's club has a 1 win, 1 had some real tough luck, scorloss, 2 tie mark for league ing 89 points in their last. 3
encounters. The Evergreen Con• contests, and not getting a win.
ference .leader, Eastern Wash- · Injuries have bothered them con.·
ington, has a 2.1.1 log. If the siderably too."
Wildcats win ·their remaining
"We are aware of the Wild·
two contests, and Easternloses, cats' offensive threat, and hope
Central could bring the league our defense can do an adequate
job of containment. We moved
title to Ellensburg.
The University of Puget Sound the ball fairly well against Wes.·
is in the same predicament. The tern last week, and we'll need
Loggers must down Central, and . the same effort again Satur.
hope somewhere along the line day," Ryan said.
Eastern will fall, if they are
Offensively, Ryan intends to
to keep their championship hopes go with Dick McKegney (6·1,
alive.
175, Sr.) and Joe Peyton (6·2,
Either one of Saturday's com. 194, Sr.). at the ends; Dave
batants could run away with the Kinkela (5-11, 193, Fr.) and
Ev-Co crown. Stranger things Rich Mayo (6·0, 200, Fr.) at
have happened in the world of tackles; guards Dan McFarland
sports.
(5•11, 190, So.)· and Don BrenLOGGERS ROLLING
nan (6·0, 182, Sr.); and cente1
UPS has compiled a rather Al Neeley (6-0, 184, Jr.).
ordinary . 4.3 won-loss record
The· backfield will have Terry
so far this year, but Coach Larson (5-9, 170 Sr.) at quarter.
Bob Ryan's charges have knock· back; halfbacks Corky Diseth
ed two teams from the unbeat. (5·11, 180, Jr.) and Pat Larkin
en ranks. The Loggers stun. (5·9, 160, Jr.). The fullback spot
ned Eastern 20.10, when tlie will be filled by Don Pulisevich
Savages were the. 7th ranked (5·11, 185, Jr.)
team in th.e nation among NAIA COACH PARRY CONCERNED
schools, and upended Oregon
Head coach of. the Wildcats,
College of Education two weeks Tom Parry said, "This is a much
ago, 16·6.. The Loggers have lfetter University of PugetSound
also posted victories over Paci· team ,than we faced earlier in the
fie Lutheran University and Wes. season. They are very tough

defensively; they really fly at
you and hit hard."
"Offensively,· they have Joe
Peyton, who is as fine
end
as you'll ever see, and they've
got Larson, Botley, and Rob··
erts, who are· all fine quarter.
backs." "Their line is real
aggressive," Parry concluded,
The probable starting lineup
for the. Wildcats offensively in·
eludes ends Jim Grey and Jim
Deatherage; guards Don Hazen
and Jerry .Rerecich; Paul Alexander and Ed ·Reich at the
tackles; and Brad Riggs at center.
·
Running the team at quarterback will be Skip Raish. His
backfield mates will include fullback Gary Peone, and halfbacks
Steve Hartling and Jim Bru.
naugh.

an

Leading the. team into action rivals battled to a 7.7 deadlock.
this week is ''Wildcat of the
The last time UPS downed the
Week" Don Hazen. Hazen will
serve as co-captain along with :. Wildcats was on Columbus Day,
1962, the day of the big storm,
Jim Brunaugh.
when the Loggers edged CenSERIES NEARLY EVEN
tral 9-6 on ·a field goal .by Jim
Central Washington holds a 13- Mancuso with 47 seconds re11 victory edge over the ·Uni· maining,
To tomorrow's victor there
versity of PugetSoundina series
dating back to 1922 . The 'Cats · goes the chance of winning the
won the initial meeting between Evergreen Conference title, dethe two scools, 22-6. There has pending on how · Eastern does.
been one tie. That occurrred To the loser, there's always
last season when the . pair of next year.

Psych students,
getting ready for a couch of your own?

Hi II Carries

Start saving now at NB ofC and you'll have it sooner than you
imagine. Your savings work harder with Daily lnterestat 4% per
annum, compounded and paid quarterly. Deposit or withdraw
whenever you like ... without losing interest. Come in today.

Quarterback Butch Hill (11)
packs the pigskin for valu.
able yardage inarecentgame
at Tomlinson Field. Hill is
still a doubtful starter · because Of an ailing knee, but
will probably handle the Wild·
cat's punting chores tomor.
row. (photo by Pete Edlund)

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NOC

MemhP.r Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

-~~~CK REl~~Cti1 .Mon_ager, EU~-~~~~.~~~:anCh;· ~th an_d PeCrl. _

SALE
OLD EDITIONS
End Of The Line
Phil Baga, (25) Centr·al Washington halfback, is brought to
a halt by Pat Hergert (21) and Val Thompson (9), after
Baga had bulled his way into the Portland State secondary
during fourth quarter action of the 'Cats' Homecoming
tilt. Brent Somner (81) is also there if needed. Baga's
kicking heroics kept the Wildcats in front throughout the
contest until the Vikings rallied to win.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

Final Game For Frosh
Pits CBC Against .Cats
The Freshmen football team out ahead 14-6, Theironlyother
has been working extra hard previous game was with Yakima
this past week inpreparationfor · JC. In that game Yakima de·
their final football venture of feated Central 19 to 14.
the season.
Coach Smith painted out,
Coach Larry Smith said, "We "There is no one outstanding
have been practicing on all $tar on the team. All the boys
areas; offense, defense, block· play well and fight hard and
ing. and punting, in hopes .that are all equally capable when it
the boys will be ready to win comes to winning a game."
this weekend."
The members of the team
are: Tom Satterlee, center; Carl .
The frosh will play their third
Shewmaker, quarterback;. .Bill
and final game of the season this
Goodrich, tailback; Bill Driver,
Monday at Pasco against the
wingback; Bruce Dickinson,
freshmen from Columbia Basin
tackle; Dave Marks, tackle; Don.
JC. This will be the second
Lloyd, center; Don Collins,
meeting between these two tackle; John Delaney, wingback;
teams. In their first meeting on
Craig Christopherson, tailback;
October 24th, at Central, the
Don. Campbell, fullback; Ken
Wildcats played a. well fought,· Zahn, split end; arid Larry Kaine,
evenly balanced· game and came
tackle,
·

FREE TO 984
Just In· At. Jerrols. A book on the Early Settlers
in the Wenatchee Ar•a.
The Women At Pine Creek
BY

ALLIS McKAY

l.lllllJerrol's

IJHUJ ll

EI I e n s b u r g

111 EAST St~ STREET• ELLENSBURG, WASH. 98926

Open 8 a.m.-10 p.m.

"WO 2·4137

7, days a .week
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Ballbearings
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.
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. By Greg Bolvi
·. · Sports EditOr .

The: (lawless Cat
This ·. 8ea&on, Central Washlneton state .Collep football fans
. have .braved wind, -rain, .and crowded bleacher conditions to see
their' beloved 'Cats play fOotball at. home.· So far, tbey Ii.ave
.. been.treated to pair of losse.s lnflicted.l>y Whitworth, and Portland .·.
State, and an i!lilorlous tie with Western Washlniiton.
·
.

C~M~

FROM BEHIND

LCl>Smi '.

an

early 7.() lead, saw
the iame tied, and '\Vilted uilder .the Pirates' second half on·
· slauiiht; The J,>ortland State. coritest was ari especially bitter
pW to swallow. Tbe Wildcats led· l>y a slnlle point with 1:51
to ·
in the fourth quarter. Tbe .final score had Portland State
winnine, 36-Z?. Now, the question-ls this. What's the matter?

in the WtWorlh ¢ontest, ..Central 1ot

io

Touchdown Gallop

BANZAI I
Jim Brunaugh, (41) senior flash. from Orting, steams nine yards for a touchdown against . · ·
Portland State. Viking defensive. back Pat Hergert (21) dives after Brunaugb 1n a futile
Fans. moa'n and mumble. about the team,. coacbes,· the Weather,
.attempt to halt him.
'
(photo by Pete Edlund)
. and everythlnii in pneral when problnti for a. reason for defeat.
And· they. aren't alone. Central ts coachllli staff was about to do
one of three thlnlts after. the Homecomilli pme. 1. Take tbe
iias pipe, 2 • Do a· swan dive off the Aurora street Bri!ip, or,
3. thr~w themselves down on the LA freeway durinl rush hour.
..
.. '.· '
.INEXPERIENCE HuR'I'S -

· Esquire a·arber ~hop ·.
·A.cross From

the NeY( Dorms .

·.4 Barbers to Serve You
• BODY AND FENbER AND PAINTING
•AUTO GLASS A SPECIALTY

FREE ESTIMATES
CENTRAL
WASHINGTON
.
. .
.
,; ·AUTO REPAIR
::600 N. MAIN~92S~8977
'

.

'

.

Editor Ducks,

Predids.Again

People tend to expect too~ much from a team, espe~lally w~n ·
it. is YOU!li and inexperienced. The 'Cats are basically YOU!li,
and Central doesn't have the manpower· of some of its larpr
foes. Hence, .they .can'.t ·hold up .for four quarters of football.
The final quarter .ls wh8re rrames are won or lost, and when
you're short on manpower, you haven't a.chance. Sure, you milht
win a morale. victory; but. they don't show up int~ standlnls.

After last week's roarilli sue~
eess with. the p-ld results, (1
out of 6 rlrht) .I decide!! to lay
low for a week1 and · not take
up so much space. · .·
So, as I doclie r0cks hurled
· The Wildcats may· rise w and claw someone bad for a half
my way, and lcnore bel!li called
then revert back to form and roll over and play dead. It's hap- .
Chuck .Bolland, I qajn venture .. pened .all year: :Remember Llnfleld? They lot. 30 polnts'in the
forth with Pirskin pro1nostlc1P
fourth quarter, and the 'Cats came home with a ~oss. ·
.
Uons. Here's how they'll wind
You. can't score 89 points and not have a win in three contests
up this week: . Pupt Sound 24, · without somethllli beilli wrolli s<>mrihere. It's easily apparent.
Centr.al 14; Eastern ·28, West.
No man~r, and no consistency.
ern 1~; Whitworth i.5, Hawaii
PRIDJf;oN THE WILDcA'I'S?
7; Llnfield Z'l, WUla.lnette 24; .
·,f .
·' ',
. ·"
' . .
. \"_•f',<. ''..
' .
.
UCLA 28, University of Wash· Taped in .each player's lOcker.last week was one word: PRIDE.
iniiton 20; · and University of
Oreiion 14, Washinlton ~tate 10•. · APpllJ,'ently ·. someonettho\Jiht our 'Cats· would know .the meaninl
of the cword for. fotir quarters, of footb~l. ·But,. you can't expect
that Of a yoq and ineXIJerlepcetl, teani.~
.

sooDJl:N .THOUGHT-The. on!y' cheering af the Homecoming
Game · wa:s·. done . by · the·•. Wildcat squad,' At least the team looks
better than the cheerleaders.

.

•'

.

·.· .

The big guys are here. Take one of.'em (or both) and
you're .a cinch to be boss. 1\vislthe swivel buckle on the l ~" ···
saddle-stitched reversible belt and you'll see brushed denim
on one side, oiled leather on.the other. $4.00. Or pick
the 1~ .. sueded saddle-stitched job at $3.50'. Be on the foo~out .
for .another big deal-a 26" :x39'! poster fo~ Bogey! Jµst send in
·the Fife & Dru.m Paris tag to'Patis Belts; P.O. BOx5269; ·
CJiicago,; Illinois. 60680 with half a buck.

fif,~"2.I?.nim Belts by Paris"
· ,One~ Two, Three, Kick/

.l\nirkerbnrkefc

This unldentlfied volleyball player seems to be iiettl!li her
·foot .into the swllli of thlllis ·as she returns a volley 1n ·
last . week's· action.· between ·the Alumni and the colle1e·
women.

£1'n'1; §qup
'
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Hockey Team Boasts No Defeats
The Central .; women's field Central alu·llllli, and .once qain'
The tournament will becin Fri·
·hockey team, under Coach Doro- .. the Central clrls put down their day afternoon and end on SundaY'
thy Purser, have compiled
opponent; this time. by a 5.() afternoon, with fourcamescoing
2-0, w.id~eated, unscored uPon score~ . Cathy Benedetto once
at once all day lone. Colleces ·
, . atain led·the scorincforCeiltral such astheUniversitiesofWash·
. season record.
The flrst win for the cirls . with two Pofuts. Mary Taylor, tncton, Victoria, Oreeon, IdahO
came qainst the· Was~on . Cathey Webb and Sue Zerby and almost every other rela·
State hockey t~am. :The Central · once aiain put ln one point apiece .· tively sized· school' throuchout ·
team, led by the scorinit of for Central.
·
. ·
Washiilcton, Idaho, Oreiton and
Cathy Benedetto, who scored two
Tomorrow, Nov. 5, the .itirls Canada will be participatinc. ·
Points, along with Mary Taylor, will pt another. chance to ex"The hllthllcht of the toµi-na.Cathy Webb, Ginger Valor and tend their 'Winninc stre&k, as ment will be abanquet held Sa,t.
Sue Zerby who all .scored one they take on the University of urday nlcht~ Noveinber>19, for
I>Qint, were unscored tiPon by .Washinltton ln Seattle at 10 a.m.. all the teams. Each .team will.
the. Couitar itlrls in compilinlt a
The final came of the season . present. some kind of entertain·
6°0 defeat.
for Central will be on Novem. . mentand in all will put qether
. Mary· Haabisto, Pei Thomas .· ber 12 as they tangle with an a talented and fun filled eve.;
and Diane Walters were noted . alumni team from the · coast. nlni," Miss Purser said~
for. their outstandinit def,ense job~ , Following the reiUlai- season,
"Defense ·is as important as of· Miss Purser and her team will
fense in a winning team, our team host over .twenty other hOckey
is winning because the itirls teams as the Pacific Northwest
work as hard on defense as on Women's }i'ield Hockey Confer•
offense,;, Miss Purser stated. ' elice will hold their tournament ·
ALUMNI FALL
here on campus. November 18,
Homecominit .weekend the 19, and 20 are the dates set for
hockey team played host to the this tournament •

a

. WSU Wins Invitational Meet
·With Gerry Lindgren out of
Many were ~sappointed bythe
the race Montana's Doug Brown . withdrawal •of Olympian Gerry
breezed toVictorySaturday (Oct.
Lindgren from the race and his
29) morning in the fourth cen•.. ·much anticipated duel with 1964
tral Washington State College
national collegiate threeandsix·
Ham~Turkey
Invitational cross.eol1ntry meet. , mile champion Doug Brown, ·
.Washington State . University
on
star,
G e r r y ' Lindgren,
Still,
many
were
greatly·
im~
Specially
made
. ··
"scratched" because of a
.
.
.. .
pressed with. Brown's unpushed,
little · competition in the four·
french loaf
showing and some were ex.
mile event. The out~of~state dis.
treinely
elated
overRickRiley's
tance ace romped over the wet,
foggy Elks GolfCourse,inl8:12. top performance. Riley, the for.
Heavily favored ·Washington mer Ferris High School of Spo.
State won th~ varsity division kane distance _ace, showed protitle quite· luin~ly with Whit. mise of continuing WSU's not.
ability as one of the nation's··
worth College of Spokane a dis.
Across F~om~Ad. Building
tant second. Dave Roberts .and top producers of Cross-country
stars.
·
. Gary Benson finished second and
third, while BruceMcBruneyand
Don Wright came home sixth
and seventh for WSU, Washing.
Tb8.t sman .white object is the center of attention in last .·.
Saturday's cals' . field hockey ·encounter between · Miss
ton. State's total points . was a
_low 42, comparedtoWhttworth's
Oorothy Purser~s hOckey ·squad and the Alums. The collep
5°0. . {Photo
by Craig Markham)
113. Len Long, .~ fifth place,
.woinen · shut .out the. crads~
.
.
·.was Whitworth's top finisher. ,·
In the freshman-junior college
division, Rick Riley streaked
The Hobby Shop.·.
·· over the course in · the day's
Two recotds . were set fast
second best ·time of 18:36, ·40
Saturday in Central's 36-27 le>ss · seconds · ahead. Of .second.place
to Portland State. One was Steve Jack · Iszler of Spokane Com.
..
' < '(ACTION AT 10:25)
.
· ·'
Hertllnit's 98 yard kickoff return m~ty College.
·
for a touchdown; the other was '
Although Riley set a torrid
linebacker Phil Harvey's 94 yard pace and amassed top points
Raci~g
. ·runback for a score with an inter. his wsu colleagues .had to set. ·
eepted pass.
. tle for second place in the team
Jim Brunauch held the.former standings.
·
. 914 E. Capital
' kickoff. reh!rn record, .eolng 96
Highline Community College
yards in.last year's Homecoining totaled' , the low· score of 43
HENRY fONOA · ROBffilSHAW ·ROBfRT RYAN · DANA ANORfWS
AN68.I
itame, qainst Pacific Lutheran points to Washington State's ·
· .
TARTS SUNDAV 1 FUU. WEEK .
UJ>•versity.
clc;>se 48
·
CONTl~UOUS SHOWINGS1 FROM 2:00 •

· Bar B-Q-Beef.

'

Webster's
BarB-Q

Touche, Away/I

. --.j

Two Records Sef

Slot Car

BATTLE····•DF.
THEBULllE
·~Im

925-5554

SHOCKING ENTERTAINMENT PLAVS. 1ST

·want to feel part of the.High•
flying society?
Why not ioin up now with
.Midstate Aviation '.s neW flyi~g club?·'
'

.

.

.

\.''-·

,. ..

Fly the Cessna .1 50 for· ·

· $9.00·per hr. solo
Abig savings of $3.00 per hr.
$50 gets you_ a Htetime me,mbershlp. $25 for college students.
Pay iust $10.00 a month for these big savings. Check with us on
.our newrates•.We have the new Cessna· 150, 177, and.1.80.

,Midstate Aviation
Ellensburg Airport
962-9.849·

I

PETER

FONDA· NANcvSINATRA

,·THE WILDANGEIS
.. PANAVISION~~.PATHECOLOR .
'

.

.

ilUci DERN ..,D11rldADD RliG(f'cQR;Aif. ctiAilmc'R1mTH
MEMBERSOF.HEll'SANGEi.SC1Fvo11cu111FlllllllA
(BATTLE OF THE S~ES PLA VS 2ND) .

it's all .about how.
·boys get girls ...
an d .where.I
... and why!

ND

G

Free Parking

Co.nvience
Open till 9 Nov. 4 & 5

11~------------Clip This Coupon
I
I

-----.

-----------------~
.
. , ..
:campus Beauty Parlor•
I
I

Knickerbocker Shop ·

1
I
I
I
I

1st Prize-Winter Coat

I
I
.
I Name ....· ...•.................
I Address . ··. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .1
· I Phone . • . . • . . . · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · I
I
• Opening Nov. 4 5
I
.
Good Only For Grand

I Phone . • . . . .. . . . . . . , . . . . • . . . . ; I

I

I
I

'---~-~-----------~
Clip This Coupon

J & J Jewelers

I

I
I

I

..

I
·
1 Address ..•............. · . · · · ·
I' Phone . : .· . • , . • . . . . . . . .· ; . . · · . · .
I
Good Only For Grand Opening Nov. 4-5

I
1
I
I

L~-----~~---------~
r---~-------------1I

I

M
'
· argrets

I
:

fot

I

I

Clip This Coupon .

.

: Maverick Ste~k House
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

'-----------------~

Margret's

:

.
.
·--~--------------~
.
I

Plaza Rec9rd Shop .

. I Na"'8 ........ • .......· ....· . . . . I

"The Latest in
Men's Fashions"·

Latest In Apparel of
all kinds

Maverick
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Daily

·-~-~-------~-----J
I
1

:

I
I

I
I Name ........... ~ . . . . . . .. . . . . . I
. .
I
I Address . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
.
. .
·.
I
· · · · · · · · · · ·. .I
I Phone ......•........
.
.
I
· Good °'!IY For Grand Opening Nov. 4-5 ..
I

1I
II

Knickerbocker

I
I
I
I

6 Top Sirloin Dinners
6 New Yo;k Dinners
To be given away for two.

Clip This Coupon

.I

I Address ......· .......... · · · · · ·
I : Phone . .. . . • • . . . . . • , . . . . ' . . . . . .
I
I
Good Only For Grand Ope~ing Nov. 4-5

1-----------------·

I

.I

Grand Prize Gift certificate
the coat of
. Your Choice
: Other Prize-Blouse, pants and purse ·

I

I
I
I

Clip This Coupon

I ·

1I

·

. I ·

I
I
I
I
I

Your Diamond and
GI~ Headquarters

I

and Sauna Bath

~-----------------

I

I . Grand Prize 35mm camera &case with flash
I attachment
·
I 1st prize 8 mm Movie Camera
I 2nd P;ize-Agfa-isorapid camera with film
I Name •.......•.... , ..... , .. ; .

··

I Phone ..... ·......... · · · · · · · · · · · I
I
. .
.
.
I
I
Good Only For Grand Opening Nov, 4-5
I

I

Clip This Coupon

,m

1

I

~-~---------------,I
.
.
I
I Modern Photo Plaza Branch . I

.

.
of40trips
I
1
I
.
.
.
I
I Name ......................... I
I Address . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

·-----------------I
I

J &J Jewelers.

.

: 40 Sauna Baths A chance to win one I

170Lady Bulova diamond. watch

Good O~ly For Grand Opening N0v., 4-5

•
.
.
I
~----------------I
I
1 Dave's Barber Shop :

.

I

I
I
I
I Name .:. . ·· ...........•........ • . I
: Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
I Phone . . . . . ·. . ·. . . •. • ' ' . . ·· ..:. • · · ·· · · .. I
5

· andSauna
Open
9 every nite

.

I

I. Grand prize '150 Bulova Accutron or I
·I
I
I

I
I

Good Only For Grand Opening Nov, 4-5

Clip This Coupon

:

I

I

Dave's Barber Shop

------~----------~

•
I
---------~--------I
I

:

To Please the young
Generation

I
I
I

.
.1
I wig case .·
.
I
I Name . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
I
.
.
.
.
.
1 Address . • . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . I

Other Prizes-Sweaters, Shirts,
Slacks, and Belts

Campus Beauty Palor.

· :

I
. .
·
I ls~ Pri.ze-$200 handmade Spanish wig or
I ha1; piece of yovr Choice with imported

Grand Prize-Sult

·I

Clip This Coupon

I
I

1st PRIZE 12" ZenithJelevision
2nd PRIZE RCA Radio
3rd PRIZE RCA R~dio

I

I

.

.I
I
1

I

.

Good Only for Grand Opening Nov. 4-5

..

.

·------------~--~-

Plaza Branch
For all your
Photo needs

I
I
I
. I

I

.................
; ...... I
II Name
.
.
..
, .......•.. ·.... I
I Address .•....•...
.
.
. I
I Phone·.· .........•.............. 1
I
I

I

. Modern Photo

Plaza Record Shop

I
,J_

Winne.rs Names will be posted in the
store windows the week of the·7th

The latest In
Records and
Accessories

